We construct a one-dimensional array of cellular automata on which arbitrarily large computations can be implemented reliably, even though each automaton at each step makes an error with some constant probability. To compute reliably with unreliable components, yon Neumann proposed Boolean circuits whose intricate intereonnection pattern (arising from the error-coriecting organization) he had to assume to be immune to errors. In a uniform cellular medium, the errorcorrecting organization exists only in ~sof-tware", therefore errors threaten to disable it. The real technical novelty of the paper is therefore the construction of a self-repairing orgc~niza~ion.
Introduction
Can we avoid the accumulation of errors in arbitrarily large computations using unreliable components?
A partial positive answer was given in [vN 52] (and subsequently formalized and sharpened in [D 77] ). For any Boolean circuit A of some size N working with reliable components, one can construct a circuit B of size O(N log N) from com-' ponents which can make (independent).errors with probability p not exceeding some known such that B computes the same Boolean function as A with error probability O(p).
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Von Neumann's formal solution does not address the reliability problem in sufficient generality. The intricate connectivity pattern of his reliable network B is unrealizable with constant-length connections in any finite-dimensional space. Increasing the length of connections strongly exposes the assumption that errors are confined to the logic elements while their connection pattern is reliable. The information storage devices described in [Ta 68] and [Kz 73] suffer from the same problem. A reliable 2-dimensional locally connected information-storage device was described in [Ts 76] . Probably, it could be used to implement a 2-dimensional version of von Neumann's reliable circuits. However', the size of this device is proportional to the working time, and the type of automata varies from position to position.
Is reliable computation (or just information storagel feasible in a finite-dimensional array of locally interacting automata (cellular automata, iterative array)? Such a simple connection pattern is already not necessarily subject to errors since it (or some analogous variant) may be enforced by physical law (e.g. the automata may be molecules in a crystal structure), or may even be just a geometrical framework for the description of physical phenomena. Such devices are also the easiest to manufacture (using e.g. VLSI) and assemble in large quantities. Work has been done on fault-tolerant cellular automata e.g. in [H 75, N 75] . However, these papers make very strong assumptions on the pattern of errors. Irj the terminology of our Section 3, they assume that the errors occur on a l-sparse set (i.e. never come too close to each other). Hoverer, if the errors occur independently with constant probability, we can only assume e.g. that they occur on a k-sparse set where k depends on the size of the space-time area we are concerned with.
The problem of reliable information storage in a cellular structure arises naturally in statistical physics. Let us call medium an array of identical cellular automata where the state of every automaton depends stochastically on the states of its nearest neighbors. A medium can be the model of magnetic spins in a crystal, certain states of cells in a tissue, voting behavior, etc., see [L 76, Gray 82] . The subsequent states in time of the whole medium form a Markov process, and the first thing a probabilist askes about such a process is whether it is ergodic.
If a process is ergodic it eventually loses every single bit of information about its initial state.
We are interested in media where all local transition probabilities are positive. It required great ingenuity to show that not all such media are ergodic. Toom constructed in [T 74 ] several examples of nonergodic media of dimension 2 or higher. The one-dimensional case seemed harder. Toom's media accomplish some simple local voting and preserve only a few bits of information, using even the whole infinite medium. In [K 78], G.Kurdiumov proposed some ideas for the construction of one-dimensional nonergodic media, using an infinite hierarchy of Turing machine-like media simulating each other. The presentation is so vagae that the problem is still considered unsolved by most specialists ([S 80]) . Rigorous but more modest results about simpler media are proved in [G 78] . If his ideas are realizable, Kurdiumov can also use his media to implement reliable computation. It seems now that because of ~he restrictions of the one-dimensional medium (local voting does not work), one cannot solve the problem of information storage (even of one bit) without solving the general problem of reliable computation: an unsolved problem even in higher-dimensional media.
Here, I construct a one-dimensional nonergodic medium M, solving thereby the above problems.
Since the construction is partly based on Kurdiumov's ideas, medium M is also capable of reliable computation. The present abstract concentrates on the computational capabilities of our medium, and we consider only finite segments. Section 2 states the result, and the next sections outline the proof.
Statement of the result
A (one-dimensional homogenous deterministic) medium is a uniform chain of locally interacting automata, working in discrete time t = 0, 1,.... The medium is defined by the finite set S of automata states and the transition function D : S 8 --, S which we will also use to name the medium. The number of elements in S will be denoted by ]D[ = IS I. Let Z be the set of integers. For a partial function x[t, n] over Z 2, we will say tha x agrees with D if the relation [t, nl, x[t,n-I-1]) holds whenever both sides are defined. (We will always write the time and space variables as "array indices" in square brackets.)
For a set E C Z, let ~ ='(~[t,n] : (t,n) E E) be a system of random variables with values in S. For any function v : E --* S, we denote by C(v, t) the event that ~[i,n] = v [i,n] for all i <: t,n E Z. In this paper, we will call ~ a Markov system if for each v,t, the random variables (~ [t~l,n] : nE Z) are conditionally independent under condition C (v, t) . A
Markov system ~ is a p-perturbation of a medium D if for all v,t the conditional probability under (v[t,n--1, v[t, nl, v[t,n-I-1] )
is greater than 1 --p whenever it is defined. We will say that an error occurred at (t, n) if We will always suppose that an ordering S = {So, sl, .. • } is given on the set S of automata states. This permits us to speak of a distinguished state So automatically. If ~ is a 0-perturbation of a medium D then the "contents" of the whole rectangle, and thus its Output, are completely determined by the strings u, v, w. We will denote this output by Dh(u; v, w) . For standard border conditions, we will write Dh(u).
Our purpose is to find a medium M and a positive constant p such that M can simulate the work of any medium D (and thus perform any computation, e.g. just information storage) reliably: we get the desired results with high probability even if M is subject to p-perturbation. A stable simulation must receive its input and deliver its ouput in some encoded form. Otherwise, it loses significant ation already in the first or last step. (However; see Remark 3.) All codes considered in this paper are very simple compared to the size of the simulated computation, and efficient: the simulating computation is not much larger than the original one.
Let So and $1 be two state sets. A (k, n)-.code is given by a pair if, ¢) where the encoding function f : S k --* S~ and the partial decoding function ¢ : S~ --* S k are connected by the property ¢C/(x)) = x.
We will call the quotient n/k the space factor of the code. We can extend a code f to strings whose length is a multiple of k by putting
The decoding function is extended correspondingly. The extension does not change the space factor.
We will use the notation CD = IDI31oglDI. 
1. In the full publication, we will prove that a space factor is achievable which is independent of the size of the computation as long as log t = O(n). Simultaneously, the time factor can be brought down to log No(log N). It is not possible to keep even one bit of information in n cells of an unreliable medium longer than exponential time, since the n cells form an ergodic Markov chain whose state converges to a unique equilibrium state. The product of these time and space factors comes close to yon Neumann's factor logN, which is shown in [D 77 ] to be in some sense optimal. But before the present paper not only the question was open what are the optimal time and space factors of reliable computation, but also whether reliable computation (in the sense defined) is possible at all.
2. The factor CD can be replaced by the time factor needed for the simulation of D by some deterministic universal medium. In typical cases, this simulation can be carried out more efficiently than by simple table look-up, and and this leads to a significant decrease in CD.
3. If the result of the computation is a single bit, we can virtually do without decoding. Thus for any subset E C SD we can find a subset F C SM for which a simulation with parameters similar to those in the Theorem achieves
This remark can be developed to a proof that every infinite p-perturbation of M is nonergodic.
Outline of the proof
In Section 4 we find a medium U capable of simulating any medium (in the ordinary sense). A Usimulation Sire(p) consists of a sequence of groups of length R1 each corresponding to a cell of the medium to be simulated. Three such groups perform in the time period R0 of the simulation a job of Sire(p). The periods Ri as well as the whole simulation are determined by the program p.
In Section 5, we introduce a new medium Mp whose work can be viewed as a certain stabilization of the simulation Sim(pp). The stabilizaton has the following special features.
The groups of U are repeated three times to get a cell group of length 7'1 ~ 3R1 -~-2 in Mp. The simulation period of My will consist of To = O(Ro) steps. In the procedure Comp, the input to every job of Sim(pp) is determined by the majority rule from the three candidates found in the three subgroups of the corresponding neighbor groups. Every job is imitated three times. The result is every time distributed into the three places it belongs to. At the end, the results of the three identical stages are again combined by the majority rule.
Every cell of My knows what kind of step to perform at a certain stage by looking at two of its "variables" Ao, AI (let us call them "counters"). Special procedures handle the case when the counters of a cell are found to be inconsistent with those of its neighbors. Short-range inconsistencies are eliminated fast, by a procedure Purge performed continuously. On the other hand, if the presence of an inconsistency in a whole group is confirmed by voting over the three identical stages of the procedure Int, the group ~dies ", i.e. each cell assumes a certain unique (and thus informationless) "dead ~ state.
A large interval of dead cells can be overtaken by an adjacent live group in the procedure Ocp. It is occupied first only temporarily, then released again before annexation.
When starting the actual imitation of a job of Sim(pp) by the variables Y, another precaution is taken. In the Y-strings of length /~ representing the input, not trusting the vote, we write pp in the place where the program of the simulation Sim(pp) is supposed to be. This step guarantees that the only activity a consistent group is capable of is imitating
There is also a certain variable Misc. If we look only at the Mist values then Mp can perform any program of U. Thus if Mp works without errors we can use Misc to compute anything we wanted.
The medium My thus defined has again a simulation Sim(qp) in U with periods which, when R0 and R1 are large enough, can again be chosen as -R0 and R1. The medium M = Mq (our stable medium) performs thus a self-sirnulatio~ (g, q) with time period To, space period T1 and certain stability properties.
RaMnRK 4
Self-simulation is not an essential part of our proof. The construction leading to the sharper results mentioned in Remark 1 uses a sequence M1, M2,... of media each simulating (but, which is not the same, also determining) the next one. The proof of this lemma is routine. Below, when we refer to the constant c we mean c(1). For a string u, let v = gk(u) be the result of its/c-fold encoding. As a consequence of the repetitions of the encoding, it is possible to define the decoding function q using the majority rule in such a way that for any. d < T1/2 we have qk(Vl) = U for any string v I differing from v only in a (k, d)-sparse set of places.
How to implement t computation steps of ~ cells of, say, the universal medium U reliably in the medium M? We choose a number k such that nt2 -c2k < ~. Then we choose a string u of length n which is consistent (we need the consistency of q~ (u) for all i, but this is achievable) and whose Misc variables contain the input of our computation. Then we start a p-perturbation of M to work on the input t~ = gk(u) for tTko steps.
To prove that Misc('Tk(~})) contains the desired result, we will prove that if the set of errors in this work rectangle is k-sparse then the output r/differs from the output of M only in a (k,6)-sparse set of places. This is not obvious at all. The input gk(u) is hierarchically organized to perform error-correcting computations but errors are likely to break down this organization. We must prove that if the set of errors is k-sparse then these breakdowns will be confined to areas small compared to Wk.
The proof is inductive, and in Section 6, we will only formulate the lemma to be proved by induction, but do not prove it. The intuitive content of this lemma is the following. 2. If we look at these intervals at the starting times of their respective working periods, we will find them perform the simulation gk on whatever their content is. Especially: They will take over large enough adjacent dead intervals. They will not loose permanently any of their k-cells by accident.
We will be able to conclude from k to k -{-1 since we can essentially apply the reasoning leading to the proof of the case k = 1 to the work of each of the k-organized areas (k-traces) separately. The last two sentences of 2. contain a seeming contradiction, since if a k-organized interval takes over by accident a small part of another one incompatible with it, it would keep this part forever. Cautios organization of the procedure Ocp (see above) overcomes the difficulty.
A universal medium
A simulatior~ of a medium D 1 by a medium Do is given by the time and space periods k, n and the code (f,¢) with f : $1 -* S~. We require for any symbols sl, s2, s8 E $1 and strings v, w with f(s~) : ui that the following simulation relation holds:
Dko(Ulu2u3; ~, to) --f(Dl(Sl, s2, as)).
Thus the medium Do computes in k steps the code of Dl(Sl, 82, s3) from UlU2Uz under any border conditions. A medium is universal if it can simulate any other medium.
The literature contains examples of universal media with a very small number of states. I propose the following medium, which is though not minimal but easy to program and simulate. Let z-(Yo, Yl, Y2) be a "pairing" operation with y~ = (z)~ denoting the inverse. Let T be a universal machine (Turing or other). Let Tb (p, z, y, z) be the output of T with program p, arguments z, y, z all of which are strings of length _< b of integers with absolute value _< b, after b steps of computation. We put
Ub(X, y, Z) = 7;((y)0, X, y, Z).
Thus a cell of the medium Ub computing its new state treats the first part of its present state as a program, and applies to the states of its three neighbor cells (including itself). It is clear that for a suitable m independent of D, we can write a program for Tb to control all these operations. Let us thus choose a constant b for which Ub is universal and write U -: Ub. Medium U is not obliged to carry out the simulation in the way outlined in the previous paragraph. In fact, if there is a "small" medium E "efficiently" simulating D then we get an efficient simulation of D by U combining the simulation of D by E and that of E by U.
For a U-cell in state z, let us write Prog(x) = (x)0, Rep(z) = (X)l , and call these parts of the state the program of the cell and the value represented by it. For a string u = u[1].., u[k] we will write Prog(u) = Prog (u[1] ) ... Prog(u[k] ), and we will proceed similarly with other functions of states. Let fl (R) be the binary representation of a number R.
Let us restrict a little the simulations we will talk about. We can assume that for every medium D there is a simulation Sire(p) = (f,¢) of D by U with time period R0 and Space period R1, with the following properties. Let u = f(s) for some s. Then R1 < R0, Prog(u) is a string p = Pl * fl(Ro) * fl(R1) * P2 possibly followed by zeroes. Here Pl does not contain the symbol * and the strings Pi do not depend on s. Also, (u)2 = 0. Thus the program p of the simulation determines R0, R1, the decoding ¢(u) depends only on Rep(u), and the strings p, Rep(u) determine u. We will also call any string u with (u)2 = 0 the starting configuration of a simulation.
This name reminds us that during the simulation period, we can get {u)2 ~ 0. We can often view the states s of the medium D to be simulated as r-tuples (Sl,..., s,). In every such case, we can require from the simulation by U that for any u = f(s), the string Rep(u) have the form Vl* v2* ... * v~ where vi does not contain *, has fixed length and depends only on si. We are also free to choose the encoding of the symbols s~ by strings whatever strings vi we want.
The medium M
Suppose we want to simulate a medium D using imperfect components.
We start with a standard simulation of D by U. It turns out that we will not have to consider arbitrary media D and it is enough to consider simulations Sim(pp) for some string p. We will introduce a new medium Mp which "imitates" Sim(pp), adding some selfcorrecting operations. Medium Mp simulates R0 steps of a group of R1 cells in U by To steps of a group of T1 = 3R1 -~-2 of its own cells. (We are therefore constructing a simulation in a somewhat wider sense.) The number To will be known exactly. For an informal description of the working principle of the medium, look at the outline of the proof.
The c.ell states x[t, n] of Mp are determined by a collection of variables Zl [t, hi,..., Zr[t, hi. To represent the word of values of a variable Z over an interval I, we will write ZII for (Z[n] : n E I). We will write ZJ [ttn ] for Z [t, n ~ j] . When speaking about the present step and a fixed cell, we may omit t,n and write Z-,Z,Z + for the value of the Z variable of the left neighbor, the current cell and the right neighbor respectively (writing sometimes, as here, -{-,-instead of 1,--1). We list some of the main variables, leaving the rest to the procedures which use them. The variables A0,AI were introduced in Section 3 already. The default operation is to increase A0 in each step by 1 modulo To, and to leave AI unchanged. A cell in place n defines its own group as the interval n --Al[n] ~ [1 ... T1]. If a cell is live it determines by A0,A1 which stage of which procedure is now being executed. If it is dead then it remains dead except when either both of its neighbors are consistent or only one of them is alive. In these cases it uses the Ao,A1 values of its live neighbor for orientation.Each group K = n-{-[1 ... T1] is divided into two limit cells n ~ 1, n -~-T1 and three subintervals K1, K2, Ks of length R1.
We will have several variables "of type U'. These take values from the set SuU{O, e} where the symbol 0 means "undetermined", and e means "end". The variable X contains the value "represented" by the cell in the simulation. It is changed only in the last step of the working period. Ideally, all three words XIK~ for s -----1,2,3 are equal to the state of the same group in the simulation Sim(pp).
The variable Misc, of type U, is used to perform a miscellaneous computation. We will perform errorcorrecting steps to keep the variable P = (Misc}0 constant (though this is not important in the context of the present paper). After that, we put Mist ~ T2b (P, Misc-, {Misc, Y) , Misc÷).
( 1) i.e. perform a miscellaneous computation step with program P on the given arguments (we use a bound 3b on T to make sure (Misc, Y) fits in). In regions where there is even one error the Misc values are meaningless. The inclusion of Y into (1) will enable us to return to lower levels a simple result computed in a higher level simulation of the Misc computation to lower levels (see Remark 3).
We denote the triple (Ao, AI,P) by A. We say
The operation A +-A j will mean A0 ~-A{;
A, +-A{ --j (rood 7"1);
p~--pJ. 
Here, Perm E {0, I}, Wholej E (Live, Dead, End} for ] = --i,0, 1 are some variables discussed later.
We describe the function Mp in terms of procedures, which are then combined at the end. We will denote the place of the current cell by n.
We use the following variables );
It is assumed that in the last two steps, we do not alter Rep(Y). The choice of p.
It can be seen without difficulty that there is a program q and a constant c such that for all p, rl > c ([pl ~-logR0) , r0 = 4rl, the simulation Sim(q * fl(r0) * fl(rl) * p) performs a simulation of Mp on U with periods r0, rl. We choose now an R1,R0 permitting to make ri = Ri and put p = q *fl(ro) * fl(rl) *. Put M = Mp.
Thus by the simulation Sim(pp) with code (f, ¢), the medium U simulates one operation of a cell of M with R0 operations of a group of R1 cells. Medium M imitates a working period of an above simulating group by To steps of a group of T1 cells, giving rise to acode g : SM ~ sT~ with decodingq, a selfsimulation of M. The encoding g of a cell gives a group in its starting configuration. We change it to code a dead cell by a group of 7'1 dead cells.
This change is in harmony with the last steps of the procedure Comp. If a group decides to die it really disintegrates.
The decoding "r can also be defined for a group of cells not in the starting state, since XIK is changed only in the last step of the working period. Due to the fact that in X all information is normally tripled, the decoding can be further extended by majority voting. (We must avoid suicide of the whole working area if it recognizes that, on a certain level of the hierarchy, it already does not represent a whole group. Therefore this level is made to represent an endgroup.) Let us form vm ~-urn, ~--1 = g(si)u,-1. Let us change the Misc part of the cells in v = v0 to the input of our U-computation to get the word u. We choose k = dloglog(tn/e) with a suitable constant d and start a p-perturbation of M with the input gk(u) with standard border conditions. After tTko steps, the output is a word ~ and we trust Misc(~k(~)) as our result.
The main lemma
We define the notion of a (k,1)-organized function for natural numbers l _~ k. For the purpose of the Theorem, we could have k = l throughout. To prove the nonergodicity of M, we will need k = l -~-1. Put We can represent any function x : Z 2 -* SM as a collection of functions (Live, Ao, A1, X, ...) corresponding to the variables of the medium M. In danger of confusion we indicate the dependence of x writing e.g. Ao(x) [t,n] for the A0-coordinate of 6.1 (02) E k C E e CE t.
(O3) For all (to, tl) 6 E~, y = 0,1 we have Ay(xe) [to, tl] The proof proceeds by induction. The case k = 0 is satisfied by definition. The inference from k to k -~-1 needs detailed reasoning which I will give in the full publication. The main ideas were already given at the end of Section 3. (The lemma combines the static statement 1. and the dynamic statement 2. given there into one assertion about space-time behavior.) I am thankful to L.Levin for several discussions and comments.
